Abstract. As modern computer processors continue becoming more parallel, the actor model plays an increasingly important role in helping develop correct concurrent systems. In this paper, we consider efficient runtime strategies for non-distributed actor programming languages. While the focus is on a non-distributed implementation, it serves as a platform for a future efficient distributed implementation. Actors extend the object model by combining state and behavior with a thread of control, which can significantly simplify concurrent programming. Further, with asynchronous communication, no shared memory, and the fact an actor only processes one message at a time, it is possible to easily implement transparent distributed message passing and actor mobility. This paper discusses SALSA Lite, a completely re-designed actor runtime system engineered to maximize performance. The new runtime consists of a highly optimized core for lightweight actor creation, message passing, and message processing, which is used to implement more advanced coordination constructs. This new runtime is novel in two ways. First, by default the runtime automatically maps the lightweight actors to threads, allowing the number of threads used by a program to be specified at runtime transparently, without any changes to the code. Further, language constructs allow programmers to have first class control over how actors are mapped to threads (creating new threads if needed). Second, the runtime directly maps actor garbage collection to object garbage collection, allowing non-distributed SALSA programs to use Java's garbage collection "for free". This runtime is shown to have comparable or better performance for basic actor constructs (message passing and actor creation) than other popular actor languages: Erlang, Scala, and Kilim.
. Actors are reactive entities. In response to a message, an actor can (1) change its internal state, (2) create new actors, and/or (3) send messages to other actors (image from [6] ).
counting the number of reductions, or function calls used by a process. When a process has made 1,000 reductions, it is paused and Erlang starts execution of a different process. This allows Erlang to scale to a large number of processes using a fixed number of actual processes without violating fairness.
The state of a process in Erlang can only be updated as the result of message passing. This coupled with safe message passing ensures state encapsulation. Safe message passing in Erlang is guaranteed by single assignment. Single assignment enforces that a value can be bound to a variable exactly once. As a consequence, all variables are immutable after their initial assignment. Since there is no way to directly update the state of other processes and variables passed in messages are immutable, there is no way to share mutable memory between Erlang processes.
Kilim
Kilim is an actor based message passing framework for Java. It uses byte-code transformation to convert specified Java objects into actors. Kilim actors use ultra-lightweight threads as well as safe, zero-copy message passing based on a type system [10] . Kilim's weaver transforms methods with a @pausable qualifier into continuation message passing. The resulting actor threads and continuation messages enable very fast context-switching via lightweight threads. Kilim uses a linear ownership type system to ensure that a message can have at most one owner at any time, which helps developers guarantee safe message passing.
However, Kilim requires users to explicitly copy Java objects when they are sent in messages, so it violates state encapsulation as actors can pass references to Java objects and access the same memory concurrently. Kilim actors can also be constructed with references to shared objects and access the mailbox and state of other actors directly. While having a reference to another actors mailbox allows actors to "send" messages, it also lets an actor "steal" messages from other actors' mailboxes. It also does not guarantee fair scheduling, as synchronous object method invocation and infinite loops may block an actor and the thread executing that and potentially other actors indefinitely, preventing it from processing further messages.
Scala
Scala provides a library scala.actors, heavily inspired by Erlang, to support the actor model. It supports synchronous and asynchronous message passing and fair scheduling by unifying threads and events [11] . However, it allows shared memory and synchronous execution of methods on other actors. While, this can be desirable in some programs, it can also result in a violation of actor semantics as well as data inconsistencies. Similarly, objects passed within messages may be accessed by multiple actors simultaneously leading to a loss of state encapsulation. Allowing synchronous message passing can also cause deadlocks [12, 13] .
Scala actors can be either heavyweight, with each actor using its own thread, or event-based, using a thread pool to provide fairness. It is possible to combine event-based and heavyweight actors in Scala. For event-based actors, Scala can use a single thread scheduler or a thread pool. Scala's thread pool scheduler will add a new thread to its thread pool if all worker threads are blocked due to longrunning operations. This can be much more efficient than heavyweight actors, as the number of threads can typically remain constant if the worker threads are not continuously blocked. However, this implementation can still fail if enough actors are created that block worker threads, as the thread pool can run out of resources when the JVM cannot create any new threads.
The SALSA Lite Runtime
The SALSA Lite runtime was developed to execute the common case fast with the least amount of overhead. Message processing is accomplished via Java code, so in terms of the actor model the two most important common cases to execute fast are message sending and actor creation. Further, these need to be implemented in a way to protect state encapsulation and guarantee safe message passing.
3 Figure 2 shows the runtime environment used by SALSA Lite. As the actor model provides a simple and efficient way to develop concurrent and distributed programs, the SALSA Lite runtime practices what we preach. It uses heavyweight actors (called stages) to simulate the execution of many concurrent lightweight actors in parallel, as with a heavyweight actor, each stage has its own mailbox and thread of control. Because of this, SALSA Lite actors are implemented as simple Java objects, consisting only of their state (object fields) and a reference to the stage they are performing or executing on, so other actors can easily send messages to them by placing those messages in their respective stage.
A drawback of this implementation is that if any message has an unbounded processing time, e.g., it enters an infinite loop or calls a blocking method invocation on an object like reading from a socket, the other actors on the same stage may starve. Currently, the solution to this problem is by creating an actor with its own stage, as described in Section 3.1, if it could potentially execute a message with unbounded execution time. This approach is also used by other performance focused actor implementaitons, such as libcppa [14] .
Other implementations, which utilize thread pools (such as Scala) can also fall prey to this problem -if all threads in the threadpool are in an infinite loop or call a blocking method which never unblocks, actors waiting to process messages outside the thread pool will starve. Thread pools can also potentially cause significant performance overhead and can potentially cause the JVM to run out of resources when they cannot create new threads. Thread pools were examined for SALSA Lite, however they resulted in significantly worse performance. Further, Fig. 2 . The SALSA Lite runtime environment. Heavyweight actors called stages are used to process messages on multiple lightweight actors, simulating their concurrent execution. A stage will repeatedly get the first message from its mailbox and process that message on the message's target actor. Every actor is assigned to a stage. A Message sent to an actor is placed at the end of its assigned stage's mailbox. they require each actor to also have some data structure to store their own individual mailbox, increasing memory requirements.
Examining methods for automatically quarantining actors with unbounded message processing behavior to their own stages, or other methods for efficiently ensuring fairness at the runtime level remains an area of future research. on ( S t a g e S e r v i c e . getNewStage ( ) ) ; Figure 3 gives an example of creating actors at different stages. The initial number of stages used can be specified at runtime, and these stages are identified 0 through N − 1 where N is the number of stages. First class stage support can be used to create an actor at the same stage as another actor, a stage specified by its identifier, or its own new stage.
Actor Creation
If an actor is created without specifying a target stage, the SALSA runtime uses a hash function to determine which stage it runs on. Currently, this is done using the actor's hash value (which is inherited from Java's default object hash value). This hash value was chosen over other strategies (such as generating a random number) for efficiency, as the hash values serve as random numbers and are already calculated by the Java runtime as part of object creation so there is no need to do additional calculation.
The stage the actor is placed on is the actor's hash value modulo the number of stages specified at runtime. This makes for an efficient way to distribute actors over stages in a generally balanced and random way. Hashing actors to stages is particularly interesting as a research question, as it provides transparent parallelism of SALSA Lite programs, allowing the number of stages to be specified at runtime, independent of the application's code. Further, it makes it possible to examine different hashing functions with respect to their load balancing capabilities and performance.
This implementation also allows SALSA programs to intermingle lightweight and heavyweight actors without any additional overhead, as a heavyweight actor is simply an actor running at a stage without any other actors. Furthermore, actors which communicate frequently can be assigned to the same stage so they do not have to pay the price of context switching when passing messages, which can result in significant performance as shown by the ThreadRing and ChameneosRedux benchmarks in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. In this way SALSA actors have location translucency: a developer can simply specify an initial number of stages and have the SALSA runtime determine what stage actors will be assigned to, or the developer can have first class control over the number of stages used, what actors are assigned to them, and can even change the number of stages dynamically.
State Encapsulation
State encapsulation, asynchronous communication, and fairness are the main semantic concerns in actor languages. As stated by Karmani et al., "Without enforcing encapsulation, the Actor model of programming is effectively reduced to guidance for taming multi-threaded programming on shared memory machines" [15] . Asynchronous communication is critical in preventing deadlocks and to facilitate the execution of concurrent systems on distributed environments. Finally, fair scheduling ensures the correctness of an actor system composed of several existing systems [16] . Without state encapsulation, asynchronous communication, and fairness, it is not possible to guarantee the correct execution of an actor-oriented program.
Many current actor system implementations use a language or framework that combines both object-oriented and actor-oriented programming [15] , such as the ActorArchitecture [17] , the Actor Foundry [18] , JavAct [19] , Jetlang [20] , Kilim [10] and Scala [11] . However, the combination of objects, threads, and actors can lead to inconsistencies in the actor model implementation. For example, if an actor passes a reference to an object to another actor within a message, both actors can then access the memory of that object concurrently which can lead to race conditions, deadlock, or memory inconsistency; nullifying many of the benefits of the actor model. Some approaches, such as Kilim's, have attempted to address this issue by zero-copy isolation types [10] , while others simply allow these inconsistencies. Erlang monitors the call stack and suspends actor processing, yielding to others if an actor takes too long to process a message [9] , and Scala uses a thread pool which will spawn new threads if message processing becomes blocked [11] . In summary, it is very difficult to guarantee state encapsulation and deadlock freedom; and often complicated run time solutions are necessary to ensure fairness.
SALSA Lite guarantees state encapsulation during the compilation process. The SALSA lite compiler generates Java objects for each actor, which have all their state fields and methods flagged as private. The compiler generates two methods which take a message object and invoke the corresponding method or constructor on the actor, and these can only be invoked by that actor's controlling stage. Further, as SALSA Lite allows the use of Java objects, and the underlying implementation of actors and their references are objects, to prevent programmer confusion the compiler explicitly does not allow for methods to be invoked on actor references, and generates appropriate error messages. This guarantees state encapsulation of all actors.
Safe Message Passing
When a message is sent to an actor, it is placed in the mailbox of that actor's stage. Stages process messages in the same first-in, first-out manner as actors, except the messages are invoked on the target actor instead of the stage. As each actor is only assigned to a single stage, multiple messages will not be processed by an actor at the same time. Because this runtime is based on the actor model as well, there are very few synchronization points. The LinkedList of a stage's mailbox must be synchronized such that the thread will wait for new messages to be placed in the mailbox if it is empty, and incoming messages must be added to the mailbox one at a time. Inter-stage fairness follows from Java thread execution fairness. While the current implementation uses synchronization around the use Java's LinkedList class for a mailbox, performance may potentially be further improved by using lock-free data structures [14, [21] [22] [23] [24] , which will be investigated as future work.
When messages are sent, they must not allow direct access to the state of the actor sending the message, otherwise this would violate state encapsulation and distributed memory. One way to enforce this is by doing a deep copy on every argument passed in a message from one actor to another. However, this is not particularly efficient. Further, when an actor sends a message to another actor, the arguments of that message can either be references to other actors (whose state and references to objects and other actors do not need be copied) or objects, which do need to be copied. For a simple example, an argument to a message may be an ArrayList of actors. The ArrayList should be copied, but the actors (as well as the objects and actors referenced by those actors) it contains should not.
The SALSA Lite compiler uses static type checking and static method resolution which enable us to implement fast and safe message passing. In Java, primitives and immutable objects are passed by copy, while mutable objects are passed by reference. In order to sucessfully implement safe and efficient message passing in SALSA, primitives, immutable objects and mutable objects need to be passed by copy, while actors should be passed by reference.
Previous SALSA implementations use Java's default serialization interface, which would copy the entire message over a socket connection, which is not particularly efficient. In SALSA Lite, each stage only processes one message at a time, which allows the use of highly efficient and unsynchronized fast byte array input and output streams for the deep copy [25] . Further, as the SALSA lite compiler has static type checking, it can selectively copy only the message arguments which require it (mutable objects), by wrapping those particular arguments in a deep copy call.
Actors were implemented as Java objects extending a simple Actor class. SALSA disallows direct access to any fields within an actor, and these objects to allow message passing from other actors. These references are essentially immutable, so it is safe to share them between actors and objects. State encapsulation is enforced in SALSA utilizing the writeReplace and readResolve methods of Java's java.io.Serializable interface. The SALSA compiler provides a writeReplace and readResolve for each actor. When an actor is to be serialized, Java will call the writeReplace method and instead serialize the object returned by that method. When that object is read, its readResolve method will be called and the result of that method used as the unserialized object. This is used to hijack the serialization process of actors, preventing them from being copied. The writeReplace places the written actor into a hash table (using a hash function which generates unique values, separate from Java's default implementation which potentially has collisions), and returns an object with the hash value for that actor. The readResolve method takes the hash value of the serialized object, looks up the actor in the hash table and returns that actor. This approach also has further benefits in that it allows actor references to be tracked when actors are serialized to remote locations via migration in distributed applications.
Garbage Collection
Erlang provides garbage collection via a mark-and-sweep algorithm [26] . The actor implementation on the Kilim and Scala languages do not provide garbage collection at all. Using the description of actor liveness and garbage presented by Kafura et al. [27] , an actor is garbage if:
-it is not a root actor.
-it cannot potentially send a message to a root actor.
-it cannot potentially receive a message from a root actor.
We can define an unblocked actor as an actor that is either processing a message or has messages waiting for it in its mailbox. A potentially unblocked actor is an actor that another unblocked or potentially unblocked actor has a reference to (and thus messages could be sent to it). Because of this, an actor is garbage if it is not potentially unblocked [28, 29] .
All SALSA actors have static references to standard output, standard input, and standard error (via Java), so they all have references to root actors and objects. Therefore, in SALSA there cannot be active garbage, or garbage actors that repeatedly send messages to each other, since if an actor is processing messages, it can potentially send messages to root actors. Detecting live (nongarbage) actors is therefore reduced to reachability from potentially unblocked actors, also called pseudo-roots [28, 29] .
In Java garbage collection, objects are collected if they are unreachable by a non-system thread. In SALSA Lite, the only non-system threads are the threads used by stages. In non-distributed programs, unblocked actors are always reachable by a stage thread, as the stage will have either a reference to the actor as it is processing a message, or a reference to a message in its mailbox which has a reference to that actor. As unblocked actors are always reachable by a stage thread, potentially unblocked actors are as well, because there will be a chain of references through other unblocked and potentially unblocked actors to every potentially unblocked actor. The only references to actors are in messages or in the state of an actor. If an actor is garbage, it is unreachable by any stage thread as there will be no messages to it in its stage mailbox and no unblocked or potentially unblocked actors will have a reference to it. Therefore it will be reclaimed by Java's garbage collector.
Because of this, the stage based runtime presented automatically maps local actor garbage collection to object garbage collection, allowing SALSA Lite to use Java's garbage collection to reclaim non-distributed garbage actors without additional overhead.
Performance Benchmarks
This section compares the performance of Erlang, Kilim, SALSA, and Scala with three different benchmarks. The ThreadRing benchmark measures the performance of message passing between concurrent entities (in this case, actors). Chameneos-Redux measures not only the performance of message passing, but also the fairness of scheduling for the concurrent entities. FibonacciTree measures the performance of message passing and actor creation, as well as the memory usage of many concurrent actors.
All experiments were run in a 2.93 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo MacBook Pro with 4 GB 1067 MHz DDR3 RAM, running Mac OS X 10.6.2. The Java version used was 1.6.0 17. The mean runtime for 25 experiments was used for all performance figures, and includes start up and shut down time (they were not run repeatedly within a JVM). The implementations of ThreadRing and Chameneos-Redux used by Java, Scala and Erlang were taken from the best performing versions at the Computer Language Benchmarks Game 4 . Scala 2.7.7, Erlang R14A, and Kilim 0.6 were used to perform the tests. The FibonacciTree has been used by SALSA in the past to test its performance, however it is not as well known as ThreadRing and Chameneos-Redux, so implementations were made for Erlang, Kilim and Scala using the same message passing strategy used by SALSA. Because of this it should be noted that there may be better performing implementations for Erlang, Kilim and Scala if written by an expert in those languages. However, the SALSA benchmarks were also programmed as typical programmers (e.g., see Appendix A and B for the SALSA code for the Fibonacci and ThreadRing benchmarks), and were not extensively optimized either. 
ThreadRing
The specification for the ThreadRing benchmark states that 503 concurrent entities should be created and linked either explicitly or implicitly in a ring. Following this, a token should be passed around the ring N times. The ThreadRing benchmark provides a good measurement of the time to pass messages between actors. It also provides an interesting mechanism to examine the cost of context switching between actors (or threads), as only one is active at any given time while it is passing the token. Because of this, lightweight threading implementations which do not require context switching can provide significant speedup over heavyweight implementations. Figure 4 compares the performance of Java, single stage SALSA, Kilim, Scala with a single thread scheduler (STS), typical Scala with a thread pool, and Erlang as the number of times the token was passed (message hops) was increased from 500 to 50,000,000. The runtime did not change much between 500 and 50,000 message hops, as the majority of this time was the startup cost of the runtime environment. While the startup cost of Erlang was the lowest, the performance overhead of message passing increased the fastest of the actor languages. Single stage SALSA had the fastest performance for message passing, and from 500,000 to 50,000,000 message hops had the lowest runtime. Single thread Scala had very fast message passing, however above 500,000 message hops it suffered from stack overflow and could not complete the benchmark, because the message passing strategy used involved recursion and method invocation. Kilim had a similar startup time to SALSA, however message passing was not as fast. The Java ThreadRing had the worst performance, due to its traditional heavyweight thread usage. It should be noted that the runtime in the figure is a logarithmic scale, and that single stage SALSA had extremely fast message passing; for 50,000,000 message hops, SALSA was three times faster than Kilim, and an order of magnitude faster than Erlang and Scala, and almost two orders of magnitude faster than Java. As the SALSA runtime allows the number of actors in the system to be independent from the number of stages, or threads, used; Figure 5 shows the runtime of the ThreadRing benchmark using one to four stages, and a heavyweight version with one stage per actor. With multiple stages, the high cost of context switching becomes apparent, as the more stages there are, the more threads the message must hop through, causing more context switching. This is further demonstrated as the heavyweight SALSA ThreadRing performance matches the Java performance with some overhead (approximately 23%). As only there is only one message being passed at a time around the ring, when it is passed between actors on different stages, it will not continue to be passed until the context switches to that other stage. This also illustrates the benefit of having first class control over what stage processes what actor. In a SALSA application, actors which communicate frequently can be assigned to the same stage and thus not have to pay the cost of context switching when message passing. This is not possible using a thread pool based runtime, as is done in Scala and Erlang.
Chameneos-Redux
The Chameneos-Redux benchmark not only tests the speed of message passing, but also the fairness of concurrency scheduling. Two runs are done, one with an odd number of creatures (three) and another with an even number of creatures (ten). For each run, the creatures repeatedly go to a meeting place and meet (or wait to meet) another creature. Each creature has a color and upon meeting another creature both change their color to the complement of the creature they met. This tests the performance of message passing as there are many messages between the chameneos creatures and the meeting place. Additionally, it tests fairness of concurrency scheduling as with an unfair scheduler, some creatures will meet more than others. Fig. 6 . The performance of Erlang, Kilim, SALSA, and Scala for the Chameneos-Redux benchmark. SALSA used both a lightweight runtime with a single stage and a heavy weight runtime which assigned each creature to its own stage. Only the thread pool version of Scala is shown as the benchmark had errors with a single thread scheduler. Kilim had indistinguishable results for both a single and double thread scheduler. Figure 6 compares the performance of Erlang, Killim, Scala and SALSA for the Chameneos-Redux benchmark, as the number of meetings was increased from 600 to 6,000,000. SALSA used a single stage runtime and a heavyweight runtime with one actor per stage. As with ThreadRing, the single thread scheduler in Scala had runtime errors due to stack overflow, so only the thread pool version of Scala is given. Again, Erlang was the quickest to start up, however its message passing was slower than both Scala and the single thread SALSA runtime. As the heavyweight SALSA Chameneos-Redux required context switching for each message passed between the creatures and the meeting place, its performance was very poor. As with the ThreadRing benchmark, single stage SALSA had the best runtime after startup costs became insignificant, being 1.75x faster than Kilim, 2.5x faster than Scala, and ten times faster than Erlang for 6,000,000 meetings. Fig. 7 . The fairness of scheduling in Erlang, Kilim, SALSA and Scala. SALSA used both a single stage runtime and a multi-stage runtime that assigned each chameneos creature (and the meeting place) to its own stage. Kilim used both a single and double thread scheduler. The standard deviation between the meetings of creatures is shown, so a lower standard deviation is more fair concurrency. Single stage SALSA and single thread Kilim were perfectly fair with a standard deviation of 0.
Not only does the Chameneos-Redux benchmark test the speed of message passing between concurrent entities, it also provides a measure of the fairness of concurrency. With perfectly fair scheduling, each chameneos creature should have the same number of meetings. Figure 7 shows the standard deviation between the meetings of each chameneos creature for Chameneos-Redux with 6,000,000 meetings, run ten times for each language and runtime; for both the run with three creatures and the run with ten creatures. A lower standard deviation meant scheduling was more fair, as there was less difference in the number of times the creatures met. Both single stage SALSA and single thread Kilim were perfectly fair by processing messages in a first-in, first-out manner. Double thread Kilim had almost perfectly fair scheduling for an even number of creatures (10), and was almost perfect for an odd number (3) . While a heavyweight Chameneos-Redux implementation in SALSA had the worst runtime, it had the next best fairness as it relied on Java's thread scheduling. Erlang and Scala had different fairness depending on the number of creatures. Erlang had better fairness for three creatures while Scala had better fairness with ten.
FibonacciTree
The last benchmark tested was a concurrent Fibonacci tree. This benchmark calculates the Fibonacci number using concurrent actors. A Fibonacci actor computes the Fibonacci number N by creating two child Fibonacci actors with the Fibonacci numbers N − 1 and N − 2, which create their own children and so on. If a Fibonacci actor is created with N = 0 it returns 0 to its creator, and if it is created with N ≤ 2 it returns 1 to its creator. This benchmark not only tests the speed of message passing, but also the speed of creation of new actors. As this benchmark generates many actors, memory usage can be quite high. Because of this, Kilim, SALSA and Scala used the -Xmx and -Xms flags of the Java Virtual Machine to set the initial and maximum heap size to 2000MB, as the cost of allocating new memory has a significant effect on the runtime of the benchmark. Figure 8 shows the performance of the FibonacciTree benchmark for SALSA with a single stage, one actor per stage, and a smart implementation that distributes subtrees across 4 stages, Kilim, Scala with a thread pool and a single thread scheduler, and Erlang. Both heavyweight SALSA and Erlang (which also uses a heavyweight actor implementation) failed after FibonacciTree (20) , as no more resources were available to create new threads or processes. For FibonacciTree with N > 20, the smart implementation using four stages in SALSA had the best performance. This implementation shows the benefit of using first class stage support to split the FibonacciTree into closely sized subtrees 5 and assigning each of these to its own stage to be processed in parallel, improving performance by 44% over single stage SALSA (1.8 seconds to 2.6 seconds). Kilim was initially faster than Scala due to its faster startup time, however the single thread scheduler for Scala had the next best performance for larger Fibonacci numbers. Using the thread pool runtime of Scala had the worst performance. For smaller Fibonacci numbers, Erlang had the best performance until it ran out of resources, due to its fast startup time. Scala with the single thread scheduler had the best memory usage, as it used recursion and method invocation on objects instead of actor creation and actual message passing, and thus had the interesting property of not requiring extra memory for larger Fibonacci numbers. Apart from this, SALSA had similar memory use for both a single and multi stage runtime, at 80MB for FibonacciTree (25) and 600MB for FibonacciTree (30) . Kilim required the next least memory for FibonacciTree (25) and (30) , around 180MB and 1530MB respectively. Scala required 300MB for FibonacciTree (25) , and significantly more memory for FibonacciTree (30) , reaching the imposed limit of 2000MB with a thread pool runtime.
Discussion
This work describes an extremely efficient hash based runtime, in which actors are highly lightweight and independent from the threading mechanism used. The SALSA Lite runtime uses stages, similar to heavyweight actors, each with their own thread of control and mailbox, to simulate the concurrent execution of multiple lightweight actors. Each actor is assigned to a stage, either by an application developer using first class support to intelligently co-locate frequently communicating actors and give heavyweight actors their own thread, or by the SALSA Lite runtime. An added benefit of using this stage based runtime is that it automatically maps actor garbage collection to object garbage collection, and SALSA Lite can directly use Java's garbage collection for local (or nondistributed) concurrent programs.
Because of the stage based runtime and semantically guaranteed fairness and encapsulation, SALSA Lite significantly improved message passing performance and memory usage over earlier versions of SALSA. Results show that SALSA Lite's runtime is significantly faster than other existing actor implementations, two times faster than Kilim, between two and ten times faster than Scala, and over an order of magnitude faster than Erlang for the ThreadRing, ChameneosRedux and FibonacciTree benchmarks. Additionally, with a similar result to single thread Kilim, SALSA Lite has perfect fairness using a single stage for the Chameneos-Redux benchmark. SALSA's memory usage was also less than Kilim and Scala using a thread pool scheduler, however not less than Scala's single thread scheduler which did not increase for larger FibonacciTree numbers due to its recursive method invocation, as opposed to actor creation based, strategy.
Future Work
While this paper describes SALSA Lite's non-distributed runtime and semantics in detail, SALSA also provides location transparency and mobility for distributed computing [5] . This lays the groundwork for extending the runtime presented with support for distributed applications with minimal overhead. Additionally, the strategy used for mapping actor garbage to local garbage will not work for distributed applications, so efficient distributed garbage collection is also required, e.g. [30, 31, 28] .
Performance is limited by SALSA being implemented in Java. For example, in Section 4, Erlang consistently has the fastest startup time. While the Java implementation does have many benefits (like use of Java's libraries), it should be possible to have a significantly faster actor implementation if it was built up from a lower level, as done in ABCL [32] or libcppa [14] . This would also allow for a purely actor model implementation, and if developed in C or C++ would allow easy use of MPI, GPUs and many-integrated core accelerator cards, resulting in an actor language for high performance computing with the additional benefits of transparent parallelism and mobility.
Further, in work done by Plevyak et al. [33] and in systems like ABCL [32] , compile and runtime optimizations are used to process messages using local non-parallel function calls when applicable. This can result in significant performance increases, as it utilizes the stack instead of the heap, and message passing typically requires the creation of an additional message object and passing information about the messages sender and potential receiver for return values. SALSA Lite currently utilizes the heap for all message passing, with each message requiring creation of a message object, which is slower than a pure object method invocation. Another area of future work is to investigate strategies for using the stack and method invocation when possible, e.g.when multiple actors are on the same stage and are passing messages to each other which do not require continuations.
Further, to guarantee fairness in this runtime, currently a programmer needs to identify actors which could potentially process unbounded messages and assign them to their own stages. While this significantly reduces overhead, it may be desirable to have the runtime automatically enforce fairness by quarantining actors with long running messages to their own stage. A future area of research is to evaluate ways of enforcing fairness without significant overhead; as many applications do not require this enforcement.
The SALSA Lite runtime uses a hash based strategy to determine what stages actors are assigned to. An interesting avenue of research would be examining other scheduling strategies for assigning actors to stages in an intelligent manner; for example, in the ThreadRing benchmark, there is no reason to divide the actors over multiple stages and suffer from context switching. The runtime presented also gives first class support for assigning actors to threads. Previous work with the Internet Operating System (IOS) has shown that dynamic reconfiguration of distributed SALSA programs can be used to improve performance [34, 35] . The stage based runtime can be extended to enable local mobility of actors, allowing actors to dynamically change what stage they are assigned to. It also may be possible to improve application performance through intelligent middleware that profiles the runtime and rearranges actors based on their communication patterns.
